SMART
BOX

SMART BOX SURFACE, SMART CAKE

the chosen ones

CCEA Chicago Plenum rated & Airtight (1)

SMART BOX
3 spotlight options:
Cake, Kup, Lotis - fixed & adjustable

lamp units

1.9” fix - Cake, Lotis, Kup, Asy Lotis
3.2” adjustable - Cake, Lotis, Kup
3.2” fix - Cake, Lotis, Kup
4.5” adjustable - Cake, Lotis, Kup
4.5” fix - Cake, Lotis, Kup

3 designs that multiply
Smart’s 3 designs are already a party for designers. Fun, curvy
shapes, small and charming. Double the fun, Lotis, Cake and Kup

colors

black struc, gold, white struc

come in fixed and adjustable versions. Adding color to double fun, all

mounting

plaster plate for 4”x4” jbox
(surface/suspended/wall)

variations are available in black structure, white structure and a warm,

housing
(recessed)

non-IC, Ultra Air Tight IC (1)

SMART BOX

versions

Designers can stay up all night trying all sorts of things with Smart,
Modular L.I.’s most versatile range of architectural lighting. Mix and
match, from a mosaic of shapes, sizes, colors and mounting options, and
create a playful installation while maintaining a consistent look and feel.
The Smart choice for any application.

golden finish, and can further be combined with all Smart accessories.
How’s that for a party?

accessories cover plates
output*

1.9” fix - up to 327lm
3.2” adjustable - up to 717lm
3.2” fix - up to 840lm
4.5” adjustable - up to 773lm
4.5” fix - up to 1630lm

power

1.9” - 4.3W
3.2”, 4.5” adjustable - 9.2W
4.5” fix - 16.2W

cct

2700K, 3000K, 3500K
1.9” - 2700K, 3000K, 3500K, warm dim

cri

>90, R9>50

optics

1.9” - 25°, 35°, clear, frosted, micro prismatic
3.2” adjustable - 25°, 40°, clear
3.2” fix - 15°, 25°, 40°, clear, frosted, micro
prismatic
4.5” adjustable - 15°, 25°, 40°, clear
4.5” fix - 15°, 25°, 40°, clear, frosted, micro
prismatic

Limitless combinations
A list of accessories lets you play with shapes and depth. Smart box
adds dimension by protruding from the ceiling, hugging any of the 3
designs in any of 3 the colors.

Smart 1.9 things in little packages
Smart 1.9 is welcoming a new cylinder accessory that also acts as
a low voltage electrical connection box. Together with a remote
driver this allows mounting without a typical junction box (although
a junction box can still be used if already in place). Yep, this means

voltage

120-277V

easier installation and the ability to connect multiple fixtures back

dimming

EldoLED 0-10V, EldoLED DALI, ELV/Triac/
0-10V, Lutron 2-Wire, Lutron EcoSystem

to one remote driver. Try it mounted on the ceiling, in its suspended

adjustability 3.2” adjustable - h 355° v 25°
4.5” adjustable - h 355° v 30°
location

version or surface-mounted on a wall with up and down light.

recessed - wet rated
surface, suspended, wall - damp rated

more info?

supermodular.com/us/smart-surface-box

*output for Kup, white struc, 3000K
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SMART BOX SURFACE, SMART LOTIS

the chosen ones

SMART KUP 4.5
SMART MASK
SMART BOX SURFACE

SMART CAKE 4.5 - GOLD MATT
SMART MASK
SMART BOX SURFACE

SMART CAKE 3.2
SMART MASK
SMART BOX SURFACE

SMART BOX

SMART CAKE RECESSED 4.5
SMART MASK
SMART BOX SURFACE

SMART KUP ADJUSTABLE 4.5
SMART MASK
SMART BOX SURFACE

SMART LOTIS RECESSED 4.5 - GOLD MATT
SMART MASK
SMART BOX SURFACE
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SMART BOX SURFACE, SMART CAKE

the chosen ones
SMART BOX

SMART BOX SURFACE, SMART LOTIS
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